ABSTRACT
DSBs and engineering scar-less chromosomal rearrangements has remained difficult. In early 79 studies structural variants were obtained through I-SceI-induced DSB repair between split alleles of 80 a selection marker [4, 5] . In later developments, the use of the I-SceI endonuclease was combined 81 to a "COunter-selectable REporter" or CORE cassette in the frame of the delitto-perfetto technique, 82 allowing the generation of a reciprocal translocation in a scar-less fashion [6] . Other techniques 83 based on Cre/Lox recombination were used to make the genomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 84 and Saccharomyces mikatae colinear and generated interspecific hybrids that produced a large 85 proportion of viable but extensively aneuploid spores [7] . Cre/Lox recombination was also used to 86 assess the impact of balanced rearrangements in vegetative growth and meiotic viability [8] [9] [10] . A 87 novel approach using yeast strains with synthetic chromosomes allowed extensive genome 88 reorganization through CreLox-mediated chromosome scrambling [11] [12] [13] [14] . This approach proved 89 to be efficient to generate strains with a wide variety of improved metabolic capacities [13, [15] [16] [17] . such as increased plant biomass or ethanol production from xylose [18] . Methods using Zinc
94
Finger Nucleases (ZFNs) and Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALENs) were also 95 developed to generate targeted rearrangement in yeast, mammalian and zebrafish cells [19] [20] [21] [22] .
96
Although these technologies provide very useful insights, they are often difficult to implement 97 and/or rely on the use of genetic markers. For this reason, the development of the CRISPR/Cas9 98 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats/CRISPR associated) system has 99 boosted the field of genome engineering [23] [24] [25] . This system, initially derived from immune 100 systems of bacteria, consists of an endonuclease encoded by the Cas9 gene of Streptococcus 101 pyogenes and a short RNA that guides the endonuclease at the targeted genomic locus. The 102 gRNA can be easily designed to target any genomic locus proximal to a "NGG" Promoter Adjacent 
RESULTS
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Rationale for chromosome reshuffling 135 We used a single-vector which encodes both the Cas9 nuclease gene and a gRNA expression 
156
DSBs are induced in different chromosomes and are repaired by homologous recombination with chimerical donor DNA 9 in trans (i.e. between two ends coming from the two different DSBs). C. Induction of multiple reciprocal translocations.
159
This example illustrates a situation where the only two LTRs located in the blue and orange chromosomes are targeted 160 by the gRNA (bold black lines indicate the target sequences) while LTRs located in the two grey chromosomes are not 161 cut (devoid of target sequence). Note that more LTRs can be targeted as detailed below (see fig 5) . DSBs are repaired 162 by homologous recombination using the uncut LTRs as donor template. Repair can occur in cis (i.e. the two ends from 163 the same DSB are repaired together) or in trans (i.e. two ends from two different DSBs are repaired together).
164
Engineering a markerless reciprocal translocation at single base-pair resolution 165 We first engineered a reciprocal translocation between two reporter genes leading to phenotypes 166 easy to observe upon disruption. 
208
We next showed that our system allows to sequentially generate several targeted translocations.
209
To illustrate this we performed the reverse translocation to restore the WT chromosomes V and XV
210
and functional ADE2 and CAN1 genes in the strains that carried the ADE2-CAN1 translocation
211
(YAF190 and YAF192 in fig 2C) . We took advantage of the high instability of the Cas9 plasmid that fig 2C) . The chromosomal junctions of the two de-translocated strains were Sanger-221 sequenced and were found identical to BY4741 natural junctions (supp fig 1) . These results
222
demonstrate that sequential chromosomal translocations can be engineered at base-pair resolution 223 with high efficiency.
224
Finally, we also showed that our system can be used to simultaneously generate a deletion of a few observed, suggesting no major off-target activity of the Cas9 nuclease in this strain. In addition, the 236 junction sequences are identical to the sequences of the chimerical donor fragments (supp fig 2B) .
237
These experiments demonstrate that a deletion and reciprocal translocation can be concomitantly 238 engineered at base-pair resolution with CRISPR/Cas9 in the yeast genome. we designed 2 double stranded synthetic DNA donors of 90 base-pairs centered on the micro-255 homology regions but not on the cutting sites. In addition, each donor also contained a point 256 mutation in the PAM sequences to prevent subsequent CRISPR recognition (supp fig 3A) .
257
The transformations with the Cas9 plasmid containing the two gRNAs and the donor DNA yielded fig 3C) . In addition, the system was designed such that both mutated PAMs ended up into 268 the promoter of ECM34 the translocation, therefore unlikely to have any impact on the expression 269 of the sulphite resistance gene SSU1 (supp fig 3C) .
270
We then compared sulphite resistance between the lab strain in which we engineered the 271 translocation (YAF202 corresponding to YAF082 cured for the Cas9 plasmid, see Methods), the 272 non-translocated parental lab strain (BY4741) and wine isolates that carry or not the translocation 273 of interest (Y9J and DBVPG6765, respectively) . Surprisingly, we found that the engineered strain confirming the effect of the repeats on the resistance phenotype. However, the chromosomal 295 configuration and the promoter repeats are the same in YAF158 and the Y9J wine strain, yet the 296 wine strain is much more resistant than the lab strain suggesting that additional polymorphisms 297 must contribute to the phenotype in the wine isolate. with a null value of OD for concentrations higher than the MIC were omitted from the graph. 304
Reshuffling chromosomes with multiple translocations
305
It has been previously shown that DSBs give rise to chromosomal rearrangements when they fall 306 in dispersed repetitive elements such as Ty retrotransposons [1] . We reasoned that generating in a 307 single step multiple DSBs targeting Ty repeated sequences should also result in genome 308 reshuffling through multiple translocations without altering any coding sequence or promoter region.
309
We chose a gRNA sequence flanked by a PAM that targets 5 different Ty3 LTR copies located in 310 chromosomes IV, VII, XV and XVI (four of which comprise a region identical to the gRNA target 311 sequence while the fifth copy differs from the target sequence by a single mismatch at its 5' end, 312 fig 5A) . In addition, there are 30 other complete copies of Ty3 LTRs dispersed throughout the 313 genome but they contain several mismatches or indels relatively to the sequence of the gRNA 314 and/or are devoid of PAM, suggesting that Cas9 will not cut at these sites ( fig 5A) . We 315 hypothesized that these uncut LTRs would be used as internal donor templates for DSB repair. We 316 chose to target these five Ty3 LTRs because inducing DSB at these locations should allow (supp fig 4) . This shows that during shuffling, all targeted 342 sites were cut and repaired using as donor uncut Ty3 LTRs that had no PAM. Additional mutations 343 in the region corresponding to the gRNA target sequence were also observed for 3 junctions, but 344 were too few to identify which copy of the uncut Ty3 LTR was used as donor (supp fig 4) . We 
394
Finally, we also recovered 37 type A strains that had a WT karyotype (fig 5B and C together) without any crossover within the uncut LTRs used as template ( fig 1C) . We isolated 23 500 strains representing 10 different predicted karyotypes ( fig 5C) . The observed distribution of all 501 predicted types, except type J, was very similar to the expected frequency of each types,
502
suggesting that DSBs were repaired in a random way and that no specific chromosomal contact 503 would be favored during repair. It is interesting to note that type J corresponds to the only 5) .
529
We determined the phenotypes of strains carrying multiple rearrangements both in mitotic and 530 meiotic conditions. We showed that crosses between rearranged and parental strains produced 531 very few viable spores (fig 5D) , supporting earlier studies revealing that meiotic pairing and 532 segregation is impaired in diploid strains bearing heterozygous translocations [8, [41] [42] [43] . We also
showed that genome reshuffling generates a great phenotypic diversity under specific 534 environmental conditions including many cases of fitness advantage ( fig 5E) . Similar findings were 535 previously described both in S. cerevisiae [53, 54] and Schizosaccharomyces pombe [8, 46] .
536
However, for the first time in this study all rearrangements are completely markerless and scarless
537
(no CRE/Lox site) and for the predicted karyotypes no gene was disrupted nor duplicated 
Strains and media
553
The strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae BY4741, (MATa, his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0, met15Δ0) and 554 BY4742 (MATα, his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0, lys2Δ0) :LYS2, ura3, leu2::HISG, lys2, and 560 SKY1708 (MATa, ho::LYS2, ura3, leu2::HISG, lys2, 
